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Map of Talk: Hardware Projection
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Map of Talk: Conceptual Projection

“I want to build a clock that ticks once a year. Th e century hand advances once every one hundred 
years, and the cuckoo comes out on the millennium. I want the cuckoo to come out every millenni-
um for the next 10,000 years. If I hurry I should fi nish the clock in time to see the cuckoo come out 
for the fi rst time.”               Danny Hillis



Design Principles:  
Clock of the Long Now

Longevity: Display the correct time for ten millennia.
Maintainability: with Bronze-age technology if need be.
Transparency: obvious operational principles.
Evolvability: improvable over time.
Scalability: the same design should work from tabletop to 
monument size.

From The Clock of the Long Now, Stewart Brand, 01999
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Seek First to Emulate

A complex system that works is invariably found to have evolved from a  
simple system that works.         John Gaule 

Learn from the past
The role of failure in system (bridge) design
Sibley’s 30-year cycle

Simulate the future
Systems are too large to start fixing after they are built
One of the first things a computer does to design the next computer!
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The big bang only worked once

  Nobody ever builds just one system 
  Single systems change over time 
 Need for consistency checking 
 Prototypes! 

  Globalize agility; localize fragility 
 Deploy test platforms early and often  

 System test 
 Software checkout 
 Application test 
 Regression testing 

      Only dead systems never change
Livable systems are automated 
Living systems get smarter over time
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Build descalable scalable systems

Scalability has to be designed into the system from the start
Even small details can hurt you; the Alegra story

Never forget that you have to get it running first
Argument: We can’t add logging; it will slow down the system.
Build scaffolding that meets the structure

Is the build/test/benchmark infrastructure in place first?
Will it effectively support the installation team, the users, and operations?

Leave the support structures (even non-scalable ones)  
in working condition

You’ll need to debug someday
Like yesterday!
This means you have to test the testers
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When the lights turn green,  
Time to recheck the connections

Software only reports reality as it sees it
You can’t really trust software when it is new
You might be able to trust it after considerable use
You can’t ever trust software that believes itself

Requirements for management software
Explore to see what is out there, and make that information part of the internal 
view.
Coerce what is out there to match the internal view
Compare internal structures and the external reality
Depth perception!

Parallel tools for parallel systems
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End-to-End Arguments Apply

Building complex function into a network implicitly optimizes the network for one set of 
uses while substantially increasing the cost of a set of potentially valuable uses that may be 
unknown or unpredictable at design time

Within large systems
complexity at edge
flexibility at core

Within teams
communication structures
decision-making structures
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Even Tiger Woods has a coach

Don’t assume you know/understand it all
Observers help
Open processes
Transparency: of Process, Code, and Operations
Collaborative systems

Never underestimate your blind spots
Play with your mental blocks!

•
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•
Risk Analysis (Kaplan & Garrick, 1981)

What can go wrong?
How likely is it to happen?
What are the consequences?

Add a fourth:
How will we know it has happened?
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Successful technology transitions 
require people transformations

Roles for veterans
Philosophers
Tilt meters
Historians
The Bell Labs experience

What is the right ratio of veterans to newbies?
1:5?
1:10?
5:1?
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Begin with the End in Mind

 

 Involve Operations from Day 1 
 Making it work cannot be a downstream task 
 Operations folks are scouts 

They’ll fi gure out how to make it work
They probably understand the terrain and the natives 
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Mind the Long Term

Trust the future
There will be a next system

Measure for life
LINPACK as Apgar
What is the HPC equivalent of a lifetime 
achievement award?
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THE HONORARY AWARD (Statuette). This award shall be given to honor 
extraordinary distinction in lifetime achievement, exceptional contribu-
tions to the state of motion picture arts and sciences, or for outstanding 
service to the Academy.   

What is the Apgar score?
“One minute — and again five minutes — after 

your baby is born, doctors calculate his Apgar 
score to see how he’s doing. It’s a simple process 
that helps determine whether your newborn is 
ready to meet the world without additional medi-
cal assistance.
This score — developed by anesthesiologist 

Virginia Apgar in 1952 and now used in modern 
hospitals worldwide — rates a baby’s appearance, 
pulse, responsiveness, muscle activity, and breath-
ing with a number between zero and 2 (2 being 
the strongest rating). The numbers are totaled, 
and 10 is considered a perfect score.” [2]
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